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 for every bloom smelted, of which the average production
was sir in a week, the largest output recorded in
week being ten blooms.   For working up the bloom.
the forge, the smith received 6d. and an extra penny for"
cutting it up into bars, while the foreman, who in spite
of his name does not seem to have had any staff  of
workmen under him,  received zd.  a bloom when   he?
assisted at the smelting, and 3^. at the reworking.   Sucli
additional labour as was required was supplied by the?
wives  of the* smith and foreman, who  did  odd jobs,
breaking up the ore, attending to the bellows, or helping
their husbands, earning wages paid at first on a vagoe
but rather high scale, but falling afterwards to the settled
rate of a halfpenny a bloom.   An allowance of one penny
a week was made for ale for the workmen ; and a similar1
munificent allowance was made ' for drink for the four
blowers ' at Tudeley in I353.1   At this Tudeley forge in
I333 the workmen were paid In kind, receiving every
seventh bloom,2 a payment roughly equivalent to 6*2?„
a bloorn, but by 1353 this system had been dropped, and
they were paid from j\d. to <)\d. abloom.   In addition
to the ' seventh bloom ', we find mention in 1333   of
a customary payment to the ' Forblouweris ' 3 of 2%d.
a bloorn, and in the 1353 account we find ' rewards ' paid
to the master blower and three other blowers ; no other
workmen are mentioned by name,  and as the whole
process of making the blooms is here referred to   at»
* blowyng ' we may probably assume that the staff of
these Kentish works consisted of four men.   The Sussex
1	Exch. K. R. Accts,, 485, no. 11.
2	Mins. Accts., 890, no. 25.
s Latinized in one place as ' antenores flatores '.

